THE STRUCTURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY GARDEN

This paper introduces the two ideas that eighteenth-century pleasure grounds can be characterized by their structural type and that these distinct types were in part determined by constraints that recurred throughout Britain.

It is relatively easy to characterize gardens by their style, the words ‘parterre’, ‘kitchen garden’, ‘herbaceous border’, and ‘plantsman’s garden’ each evoke a set of ideas within which the garden can be found. Pleasure grounds can also be divided into forms. Five are suggested here, but it is most likely that there will be others – the intention is not to be comprehensive, but without some sort of typology it is difficult to ask what a particular garden is for, since the easiest way to answer such a question is to ask why it takes the particular form it does. In the first article of three on the subject of eighteenth-century pleasure grounds, the argument was made that a pleasure ground might consist of elements of coppicing and shredding, grove, orchard, and parterre (as well as the new shrubberies of which Mark Laird has written), and had lawns the look and character of which might be varied by constant mowing (boulingrin), by grazing, or by enamelling. This second article, then, looks at the different forms of garden within which these management systems might operate.

THE GARDEN ARM

The simplest form of garden was the walk or ‘garden arm’, described by Stephen Switzer in 1718. Complaining of fishponds that, ‘it’s ten to one but they are in some cunning Hole or other where ‘tis impossible to see them’, he proposed that ‘there should be Walks planted to and round them: And if they can’t be contained within the Limits of the Garden, or in View of the House; yet One wou’d carry some Arm of the Garden to view them’. However, the idea is much older. Paula Henderson has noted it in Sir Francis Bacon’s water gardens at Gorehambury and elsewhere. It was a Chinese effect, as Joseph Spence had discovered:

They go from one of the Valleys to another, not by formal strait Walks as in Europe; but by various Turnings and Windings, adorn’d on the Sides with little Pavilions and charming Grottos. ... These Paths too are irregular; and sometimes wind along the Banks of the Water, and at others run out wide from them.

The garden that is based on a walk springs from the natural paths beloved of Switzer and Joseph Addison, and the style was adopted by Lancelot ‘Capability’ Brown. The Terrace at Burton Pynsent, Somerset, for example, runs from the house to Brown’s Tuscan column. It was decorated with a number of ‘follies’, including Pan’s House, Blackbird Haunt, French’s Seat, Sheep House and the arch, had a number of internal scenes along
its length, and overlooked Sedgemoor, a vast and frequently flooded plain that at times still looks like an inland sea (Figure 1).7

THE WALK AROUND A FIELD

Where the garden is an enclosed space, then in its simplest form the garden arm becomes a gravel path around the edge of a paddock, ‘a walk around a field’,8 very much within the tradition of the ferme ornée. This simple style had its advantages, the most striking of which was that it avoided ‘useless’ mowing. It relied heavily on ribbons of shrubbery of one kind or another, was probably mown, and was very much associated with Brown.9 However, it also had its ‘inconveniences and defects’ as a garden style:

its approach to the several points is always circuitous, and they are thereby often thrown to a distance from the house, and from each other; there is no access to them across the open exposure; the way must constantly be the same, the view all along is into one opening … this species of garden … reduces almost to a sameness all the places it is applied to; the subject seems exhausted; no walk round a field can now be very different from several others already existing.

Sagacious as these observations of Thomas Whately’s may have been, Brown’s walks around a field – Wrautam Hill at Combe Abbey, King John’s Walk at Cowdray, and Cadland, for example – remain fine pieces of design. Whately also pointed to three means by which the tedious sameness of the gravel walk might be relieved: first, the paddock itself ‘may exhibit scenes not unworthy of the most elegant garden’; second, and there is a good example at Hestercombe, one might take the walk across the paddock;10 while the third, and most obvious, solution was the ‘string of pearls’.  

Figure 1. The land falls steeply from the terrace at Burton Pynsent, and the eye is carried over French’s Pond to the indefinite horizon of Sedgemoor. Photo: Nick Owen
STRING-OF-PEARS DESIGN

Whately therefore proposed that the walk might be embellished for ‘scenery, variety, and character’, as Parnell found at Wooburn Farm,11 particularly:

by taking in, at certain intervals, an additional breadth, sufficient only for a little scene to interrupt the uniformity of the progress. The walk is then a communication, not between points of view, through all which it remains unaltered; but between the several parts of a garden, in each of which is occasionally lost.12

This was the circuit walk, with its ‘various spots’,13 or ‘diversions’,14 the outdoor rooms, buildings and structures that Robert Adam offered at approximately 100-yard intervals along the three-mile Long Walk at Kedleston (Figure 2).15 William Gilpin noted that William Chambers and John Stuart, 3rd Earl of Bute, treated Kew in the same way in the 1760s: ‘These gardens … consist of a beautiful winding walk, with a variety of recesses & under-parts, round a large area’.16 The style is noticeable in Brown’s early designs: on his 1752 plan for Petworth, for example, he proposed a series of garden enclosures. Though each was to have a different use, all had similarly regular outlines (rectangle for the aloe garden and the bay garden more or less an oval), and there need be little doubt that the gardens themselves were to be organized in a regular fashion, ‘designed somewhat in the parterre way’.17

These walks around a field can be categorized as tessellated design, for there is no limit to the number of fields and walks that one might have – Kedleston had two, but Wotton had at least four. However, tessellated design has its disadvantages. First, there are short-comings of scale: a structure that is small enough to suit being seen beside the walk is not going to be big enough to command attention in views from the more distant parts of the landscape.18 Earlier designers had tended to cluster buildings (banqueting houses, dovecotes, orangeries, summerhouses) and gardens around the house, but the distribution of buildings around the walks would always be a constraint on their design. To some extent this problem might be mitigated by architectural tricks – making two or more buildings look like a single larger one from a distance, bringing a number of buildings into one coup d’oeuil as a jumble, or designing buildings that look quite different from different angles – solutions recommended by Gilpin19 and approved by Chambers.20

Second there is a problem of monotony,21 one might expect tessellated landscapes to provide variety because each field can be given its own character, but the grandest variable available to landscape design is that of scale, and the similar size of the fields gives Wotton and Kedleston the look of endlessly replicating organic structures seen under a microscope. Whately remained sceptical for this reason:

though the enclosures should furnish a succession of scenes, all beautiful, and even contrasted to each other, yet the walk will introduce a similarity between them. This species of garden, therefore, seems proper only for a place of a very moderate extent; if it be stretched out to a great length, and not mixed with other characters, its sameness hurts that variety, which it is its peculiar merit to discover.22

And it is true that the more episodic a walk is made in order to vary it, the more it will tend towards the tradition of a pleasure ground divided into separate rooms that Brown had inherited and that Horace Walpole, at least, was trying to get away from.23

Notwithstanding these weaknesses, however, there were practical benefits to ‘string-of-pearls’ design. The enclosures could be linked by a path and fenced off from the paddock while it was grazed or when there were too many hares and rabbits about. One could then mow the small area of turf within an enclosure to a boulingrin finish and
grow flowers effectively in the graduated style while sheep were in the rest of the pleasure ground, and the fences themselves concealed by the enclosing shrubberies. One could have specialist gardens, as at Bulstrode, Burton Constable, Goodwood, or Petworth; or one might have two plots for biennials to provide a mass of flowers in one or other every year as William Hanbury advised. Equally one could prepare individual gardens for the times when the family was there to enjoy them, so countering Switzer's condemnation of flowers because owners would come in the summer and autumn when 'the Beauty of flowers is gone, and Borders are like Graves, and rather a Blemish than a Beauty to our finest Gardens'. Finally, enclosures could be reserved for cut flowers for the house.
THE LOOP

Many pleasure grounds were made up of a mixture of these three components, and some could be described as all three at once: Blenheim has two garden arms (one running to the cascade, another to the walled garden) and a walk across the field, so almost making a walk around a field, and both embellished with diversions. However, there were additional forms that might be seen as countering the shortcomings of the string of pearls, and the simplest of these was the loop. This can be seen at its most straightforward at Swynnerton and Weston Park. The pleasure ground at Swynnerton runs out on the west side of the house and a gravel walk about 9 feet wide loops through it (‘A broad dry walk near the house is indispensable to the comfort of every gentleman’s habitation’). The first section of this walk doubled as a drive, which still runs out into the parkland and down to the lake. The pleasure ground itself is essentially wooded, but the cover is varied (evergreens, a fine grove of sweet chestnuts, a small open lawn, at least one view out into the parkland, and room for a modest seat or two) (Figure 3).

The loop at Weston is similar: this runs to an inconsequential looking seat (Pendrill’s Cave) and its purpose seems to have been to give views across the parkland. Such wooded pleasure grounds would tend to be dominated by grove and coppice gardening; doing away with the field in the middle allows one more freedom, both in the line of the walks and in the placing of the ‘diversions’.

Figure 3. The loop design at Swynnerton is deceptively simple: it incorporates not only a terrace and a straight walk, but also this subtly landscaped quarry, presumably cut for the construction of the house. Photo: author
THE INTEGRATED PLEASURE GROUND

Loop designs therefore lead on directly to ‘integrated pleasure grounds’ in which numerous different functions are brought together in a single design. These are the most successful designs of the landscape movement, and they would include the gardens that are most treasured today, such as Painshill, Stourhead, and Studley Royal. Amongst surviving pleasure grounds in this style that are attributed to Brown, the finest small-scale example is Eywood, with its beautifully interconnected buildings and structures, and *primus inter pares* amongst the great houses is the rocky Hill at Himley (Figure 4).

GRADATION

These more sophisticated forms of garden could have no single route for visitors, and so there was less room for a carefully organized succession of effects, but they could be given a still more all-embracing order by gradation, and this was taken for granted by Gilpin: ‘As ye Garden, or pleasure-ground, as it is commonly called, approaches nearer ye house, than the park, it has of course a higher polish. Here lawns are shorn, instead of being fed with cattle.’\(^{33}\) One expression of gradation is the practice of concealing ‘faults’ near the house: an idea that can be found in every commentator, and that introduces...
Whately’s definition of gardening. Undoubtedly this was a difficult step for designers to take, and in retrospect, it may have been a mistake. It led to a good deal of removal of yards, barns, etc., around the house, and made it possible to impose a uniform ‘polite’ taste. But ‘polite’ taste is also restricting, particularly when attended by concealment and deceit. When it was unthinkingly adopted by Repton’s generation, it licensed the tedium of Brownization, which consisted in brief of making all smooth and uniform, and by insensible changes, bland and dull.

**HOUSE AND PLEASURE GROUND**

The gradation of the components of a pleasure ground was only one of the possible constraints on its design. There were a number of others, the most obvious of which is the physical relationship between house and pleasure ground. In Johannes Kip and Leonard Knyff’s bird’s-eye views from the beginning of the century, house and garden are united and make a single point of focus. A generation later the two were separated and the emphasis was put on the pleasure ground (as at Stourhead, Studley Royal, Hackfall, Hawkstone, Mount Edgcumbe, and Painshill); but in the Brownian landscape, the house was returned to the centre of the composition and any pleasure grounds around it were concealed and usually appear as part of its woody backdrop.

The practice of moving pleasure grounds away from the house had been noticed, and was regarded as an extravagance. To ‘shew her taste in laying out ground’, Mrs Baynard: seized into her own hand a farm of two hundred acres, about a mile from the house, which she parcelled out into walks and shrubberies, having a great bason in the middle, into which she poured a whole stream that turned two mills, and afforded the best trout in the country ... in a word, the ground which formerly payed him one hundred and fifty pounds a year, now cost him two hundred pounds a year to keep it in tolerable order.

Despite the expense (one which Mr Bramble tasked himself to contain), these ‘surprise’ gardens have a long history, with medieval precursors such as the Tudor Pleaunce at Kenilworth, Elizabeth of Bohemia’s pleaunce at Combe Abbey, and, still earlier, the Plantagenet Rosamund’s Bower at Blenheim. Gervase Markham had recommended them, and the tradition was reinvigorated by the hill-top garden that is John Milton’s Eden. Switzer adopted them:

little gardens will look as well a mile or two off, as just by the house ... and will, in truth, be much more surprising, the further they are from the place where one would expect to find gardens

suggesting that these gardens should be made at ‘the intersections of your walks’, rather as happened in the Bush Wood avenues at Wanstead. However, they are usually found on hill-tops (the bowling greens at John Vanbrugh’s Claremont, at Lulworth, and at Fonthill, Conygar Hill at Dunster Castle, and the walled Mount, isolated in the park at Helmingham), or in woods (Charles Bridgeman’s Spring Wood at Hackwood; Nun’s Wood at St Osyth’s). These two desiderata of prospect and isolation came together at the Temple of Bacchus at Painshill (from c.1760), invisible from the house and with views largely confined to the flowers and shrubberies, save from the portico of the temple itself; and, above all, at Hafod (where from 1795–96 the agriculturist James Anderson laid out Mariamne’s Garden with its fusion of nature and horticulture).

Later in the century, Edward Young still thought of a garden as a place apart from the world, and after his time these ‘surprise’ gardens were taken up by the Picturesque movement.
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Brown himself enjoyed the motif of the ancient distant garden: in the old castle garden at Ampthill, Ring Hill at Audley End, the Mausoleum at Bowood, Queen Mary’s Bower at Chatsworth,48 Warren Hill at Peper Harow, Temple Copse at Wilton, Round Hill at Wycombe Abbey and elsewhere, but the pleasure ground in the Rookery at Dynefwr is a particularly convincing example.49 This had been a quarry and is distinguished in the field by plantings of box and rhododendron, and by its uneven ‘riant’ topography – one of the quarry’s faces survives, still unimproved. Its reworking as a pleasure ground began before Brown’s visit, and it is now a complex mix of dilapidated walls, small lawns and glades providing at least two Brownian, improved, lawns and three composed views out, across the Mill Pond, to Far Deer Park and to the Castle, the last painted by Paul Sandby.50

These pleasure grounds were all of the flower garden type, though they were not entirely enclosed (they had at least one grand view), and, so far as one can tell, the exotic planting was dominated by hardy shrubs rather than the complex herbaceous plantings of the flower garden at Nuneham.

THE STABLES TRIANGLE

Three further points on the arrangement of the pleasure garden. A great deal was made by Repton of the triangle that should exist between the house, stables and kitchen garden. According to his notion, the stables had to provide horses to the house whenever required; the walled garden had to be convenient for supplying the house, and finally, and this is the point that Repton always stressed, the muck from the stables was always taken to the walled garden.51 Encouragement to use manure in kitchen gardens and orchards is to be found in every hand-book,52 though there is something nonsensical about it, as Hanbury pointed out:

> the advantage of having his garden near the stables will be very inconsiderable, since very little from them is to be brought immediately into it; as the dung for this garden should be carted out, and laid to rot in a concealed place many months before it is used.

Thomas Hale was still more forceful: ‘Dung, which our common Directors order to be carry’d by Loads into the Nursery, should in general be banish’d from thence entirely.’53 Horse muck, in particular, has to be well composted before it is applied because it has such a high proportion of weed seeds. The walled garden might be double dug and dugged with well-rotted compost on a four-year rotation, but there would have to have been large middens between the house and kitchen garden. One might add that once the pleasure grounds themselves had been furnished with perennials, shrubs and trees, they could only have been fertilized by mulching.

The one component that might need fresh manure, as Hanbury conceded, was ‘the spot designed for the hotbeds’.54 However, to return briefly to muck production, if one assumes at least thirty horses or so stabled at night on an earl’s estate,55 each stabled horse will produce in the region of 2 tons of muck per annum, or over 60 tons in total – enough to heat an inordinate acreage of not very efficient hot-beds (oak bark was actually preferred because it gave a more even, more reliable heat).56

Where the stables triangle did operate then, one should look for large middens between the stable and the kitchen garden, with ready access to the farm (which could cart away the surplus manure). However deeply rooted was the mucky link between kitchen garden and stables, one may fairly say that it did not make an inviolable rule of eighteenth-century design. Indeed, other arguments may have been stronger: Thomas Davis agreed with the point made by Repton in his Red Book for Longleat that the stables and offices should not be too far away because ‘the horses are badly looked after...
where the groom has to walk 3–400 yds and twice an evening in the rain’.57

The stables themselves required nearby paddocks of around 20 acres.58 They would have needed fresh water, just as much as the house,59 and these requirements did have an impact on design. So it is reasonable to suppose that before Samuel Lapidge got to Burley-on-the-Hill, the great Stable Court on the north side of the house was used for feeding horses (Repton in his Red Book, after Lapidge had opened this court out to the park, specified the need for new paddocks near the stables). Even when at grass horses are best kept near a house: they are at hand to be ridden; they keep the turf in good condition, and their points are on show.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN
The kitchen garden was as essential as the stables, but whereas the stables might be regarded as an appendage of the house, the kitchen garden was the most elaborate and expensive of the ‘diversions’ of the pleasure ground – ‘always interesting in the spring by its blossoms and early vegetation, and in autumn by its fruits’60 and uniting ‘the utmost simplicity with the greatest neatness: none of the productions affect finery. If it is pleasing to behold their orderly situations, and their modest beauties; how delightful to consider the advantages they yield!’61 Inevitably, therefore, and wherever possible, it was made the destination and climax of the circuit walk.

Walled gardens are pleasant places to be, it is not only the protection that they afford in bad weather, and the wonderful warmth they hold in on good days at the start and end of the gardening year,62 but also there is an aesthetic pleasure in a well-ordered onion bed,63 and besides vegetables, it was often here that the cut flowers for the house were grown.64 The Duchess of Devonshire after all was just as prepared to wear a kitchen garden as a shrubbery on her head when, ‘very early in spring, when those vegetables were small, and extremely dear, she came in a head-dress ornamented with real carrots and turnips’.65

It is true that eighteenth-century authorities advised that the kitchen garden was to be ‘detached entirely from the pleasure-ground’ and ‘as much out of view of the habitation as possible’,66 that it should be removed, ‘to a great distance from the dwelling house’.67 Even Hanbury, having related the location of the kitchen gardens to the stables ‘for the conveniency of dung’, then advised that the stables had to be at a distance from the house.68 Equally, it is true that in Brown’s designs kitchen gardens were generally hidden (often behind the stables or farm, as at Ashburnham) or fitted in between the sight-lines from the house (as at Croome, where Repton called the arrangement ‘most natural and commodious’69 and at Howsham where the screening around the kitchen garden framed the views from the south and east fronts of the house).70 However, the conclusion so often drawn from this evidence that the kitchen garden was somehow despised, as a necessary but embarrassing appendage of the country house, is utterly mistaken.

An alternative reading emerges from Brown’s removal of the kitchen garden at Longleat to Horningsham Common. As part of his second, 1762, contract, he linked it to the house by the scenic ‘Ride or drive … of a sufficient width for Carriages’,71 described by John Parnell:

this Shrubbery [ends?] at the outside of the Piece of fine Natural wood which I thought had better been lett into the Park till I perceived … Embosomd in it. The Best Conceald and best situated fruitery and Kitchen garden I think I Ever saw.72

In short, the kitchen garden was not hidden from the house so as to conceal it from visitors, but it was reserved as a surprise. It remained in the firm embrace of the ornamental
network, and one should expect nothing else if one of the greatest pleasures of the country estate was the contemplation of its abundance. Hence, the Duke of Ancaster’s enthusiasm to show his kitchen garden to the unwilling John Byng at Grimsthorpe – ‘where is the Kitchen Garden?’ ‘Oh, that we will Walk to see. – But, now, after a two Hours survey of the House, my civility began to Halt ... So I would not go there: Why Then Bring forth the Horses, said his Grace (from some Hovel)? In fact there is no doubt that despite his reputation for moving them away, Brown preferred the kitchen gardens to be close to the house where this was practically and horticulturally possible. This was also Repton’s opinion, as expressed throughout his career.

The screen planting that attended kitchen gardens, besides providing shelter to break the force of the wind before it tumbled over the wall, made it appear ‘a great clump’ like Southcote’s round kitchen garden at Wooburn Farm. By this means, it could be incorporated into the cell-like structure of the pleasure ground. So Repton could advertise the kitchen garden as another set of garden rooms: ‘We show our friends and visitors the neat mown walk and shrubberies as they would be introduced into a drawing room, but the Kitchen Garden like the common living apartments is for the Constant use and amusement of the family.’ In the screen planting itself, eighteenth-century designers endeavoured to make their pleasure grounds look like natural woodland from the outside, both to conceal their whimsical eccentricities and ‘to defend the grounds from the cold quarters’. Alcander’s flower garden was concealed in coppice, and this tradition was maintained by John Claudius Loudon when he proposed setting his pit garden in a copse: ‘If the plantation (i.e. the copse) were surrounded by a hedge or other fence, and the entrance to the path were through a gap in this fence, the deception would be the more complete.’

THE PURPOSE OF THE HOUSE

In 1785 William Marshall listed the four main types of house (the principal residence, the villa, the hunting box, and the ornamental cottage). While all and any forms of pleasure ground might be found in a principal residence, each of the other types did affect the style of the pleasure ground, its size, and the scale of the components relative to each other. Villas can be defined in a number of ways, but they are essentially places whose immediate estate is not adequate to support the house, and by the time they were established as a form in their own right in the early nineteenth century their pleasure grounds had three basic forms. The first, where a number of houses shared a common space, may have its origins in the city squares of the eighteenth century, but should still be regarded as a nineteenth-century arrangement, and is not relevant here. The second echoed in miniature the layout of the principal residence. However, the third, incorporating components regarded by Loudon and others in the early nineteenth century as distinctive, will illustrate the particular character of the villa, which made up something like one-quarter of the outputs of both Brown and Repton.

First, there will also have been, to serve the house cow and run the agricultural side of the villa, a dairy or small-scale set of farm buildings (and above all a stable, and provision for making and keeping hay), as well as a kitchen garden, to serve the house. The villa kitchen garden had no particular size. Some were large, some small. According to early nineteenth-century authorities, the kitchen garden should lie at the end of the pleasure ground in Brownian style; however, in practice it was often attached to the offices of the house. One would also expect there to have been a shrubbery relatively more extensive than that of a country house. Shrubs might be used, as at Syon Hill, to conceal the house and park from the approach, the neighbours, and the main road,
they were the principal constituent of the pleasure ground;\textsuperscript{89} and were also planted in the circumambient walks, which, given the small size of the villas grounds, were often walks around a field,\textsuperscript{90} as much criticized by Marshall.

The eighteenth-century villa will also have had a flower garden, and this might be either a parterre (perhaps only a series of studs scattered about the lawn, close to the house), or a surprise, possibly some way from the house. Such gardens are often found in larger houses as well and do not typify the villa, but they will tend to be larger, relative to the size of the holding, than would be expected of a country house.\textsuperscript{91} The coppice and grove might be established in existing woodland, if there happened to be any on the site, but in general are less common.

‘To shew and to improve that variety should be principally attended to, in a place, such as a sporting seat, which is frequented only in autumn.’\textsuperscript{92} Wakefield Lodge was a sporting seat, and the simplicity of its setting, and the kitchen gardens, adjacent to the house both suggest a no-nonsense design of the kind that Fortesque’s agent Hilliard referred to on 23 June 1771:

This age ... has confounded all order and regularity indiscriminately. The Palace and Mansion house are levelled with the Lodge or mere hunting seat. The latter is certain in taste if left to nature with the herds grazing at the door but I humbly conceive the magnificence and elegance of the artist’s hand in the former not only justifies but demands some appearance of regularity.\textsuperscript{93}

In his advice for Culford, Repton in his Red Book insisted that ‘near a sporting seat the plantations must be thick, as covers for game; and while they are young a fence cannot be avoided’. Clearly there should be no pleasure ground to prevent one from hunting from the front door of a sporting seat, and Repton would allow hedges, arable and coppice within view of the house – the pleasure ground would be of secondary significance, and at Wakefield Lodge it did duty as a pheasantry.

The fashion for cottages became widespread c.1800, and parts of the country, such as Steephill on the Isle of Wight, were famous for them. Among the first, however, was Queen Charlotte’s cottage in the woods at Kew (1772). Essentially one would expect cottages to have relatively large gardens and little else, though Marshall was to comment that in the ornamental cottage ‘ostentation and show should be cautiously avoided; even elegance should not be attempted’,\textsuperscript{94} in short, as with the sporting seat, one would expect plantations of American introductions to be avoided.

The first two of this set of three articles have tried to widen the definition of the eighteenth-century pleasure ground by accommodating, first, the gardening traditions from which it sprang; and, second (herein), a typology of pleasure grounds, with some of the constraints that determined their design. There is an assumption that both these factors will have affected planting design, which is addressed in the third of these articles.
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